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Instrumentality, Aesthetics and Utility in Devising a Comic for Dementia Caregivers
Two Connected Projects
Cases from City’s Care N Share App.

http://carenshare.city.ac.uk/
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The Problem of Instrumentality
Finding the Appropriate Form: Parable
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Finding the Appropriate Form: Gag Manga

Rakuten Kitazawa

Yonkoma Manga
Finding the Appropriate Form: Classic American Strip

Charles Schulz
Recursive, Multidirectional Reading

Jason, Hey, Wait...
Affect, Opacity, The Differend

Two pages of “Dog with Crates” from Grennan and Sperandio’s Cartoon Hits
What Will the Projects Show?
Knowledge Exchange

We are curious to see how our work with the “parables” from City’s Care ‘n’ Share app affect our focus group work at Douglas.

What literary and/or comics form will best suit the data we derive from those sessions? How will the artwork play off of what was produced in the UK?

How the projects relate to each other should be as interesting as what each does in itself.
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